NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION

“News and Future: the World of Italian Cooperation”

ROME 24-25 JANUARY 2018
AUDITORIUM PARCO DELLA MUSICA

Wednesday 24/01
8.00 - 9.00: Registration

09.30 – 10.15
Introduction remark: Ms. Elisabetta BELLONI, SG MAECI

Keynotes:
- Angelino ALFANO, Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation of Italy
- Faustin-Archange TOUADÉRA, President of the Central Republic of Africa

10.15 – 11.30
Moderator: Paola SALUZZI (TV 2000)

- Carlo CALLENDI, Minister of Economic Development – “The cooperation and the internationalization of Italy”
- Gian Luca GALLETTI, Minister for Environment - “Climate change and new opportunities for cooperation”
- Andrea RICCARDI, President of DANTE ALIGHIERI SOCIETY, former Minister of International Cooperation and Integration
- Antonio DECARO President of ANCI – National Association of Italian Municipalities
- Monica BARNI, Vice President of Tuscany Region
11.30
Music break: KARIMA – BOSSO – BURGIO Trio

11.30 - 13.00
Moderator: Duilio GIANMARIA (RAI)

Introduction of high-level round tables which will take place in the afternoon

YOUTH: “The Youth: new actors in a global context”
- Video: International cooperation tour of Universities
- Massimiliano TAROZZI - Professor at Alma Mater Studiorum – University of Bologna
- Francesco CIARALLI - Foreign Civil Service
- Adedoyin ADELEKE – PHD, University of Milan

PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP - “The role of the private stakeholders and new partnerships for decent jobs and sustainable development”
- Letizia MORATTI, President E4Impact
- Licia MATTIOLI, Vice President for Internationalization/CONFINDUSTRIA
- Maria Cristina PAPETTI – ENEL
- Alberto PIATTI, Executive Vice President – Responsibility and Sustainability/ENI
- Caterina BORTOLOUSSI – Founder KINABUTI

MIGRATION: “People are development”
- Dilip RATHA – World Bank Video Message
- Luigi VIGNALI – DGIT - MAECI
- Cleophas Adrien DIOMA – Summit of Diaspora

COMMUNICATIONS - “Beyond help: how to communicate development cooperation today?”
- Riccardo BONACINA – journalist and conductor
- The JACKAL
- Video of innovative communications
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT - “THE FUTURE WE WANT: the challenges of social, environmental and economic sustainability in the development prospective”

- Stefano MANSERVISI – DG - DEVCO, European Union
- Alessandro GALIMBERTI – Climate Change
- Paolo Morozzo DELLA ROCCA - Migrations

13.15
Music Break: KARIMA – BOSSO – BURGIO Trio

13.15 - 15.00
LUNCH BREAK (free time for participants)

13.30: Official opening of the exhibition stands of NGOs and other stakeholders

15.00 - 17.30: HIGH-LEVEL ROUND TABLES
The high-level round tables should bring together all relevant stakeholders to examine and exchange point of views on the main themes of cooperation. The outcomes of the round tables will be consolidated in a Position Paper that will represent the guidelines for priorities and medium/long term planning of the Italian Cooperation

YOUTH - “The Youth: new actors in a global context”

Introduction: Primo Di BLASIO (FOCSIV)

Chair:
Pierluigi MONTALBANO, Department of social and economic science “Sapienza”, University of Rome”

Social expert:
Francesco SPAGNOLO, partnership with Italian Caritas, social editor and curator of S C Blog

Expert speeches:
a. International Cooperation and Universities
   Mario GIRO, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
b. Education to global citizenship  
   Giovanna CIPOLLARI – education&global citizenship  

c. Training and experience  
   Laura VACILOTTO - Vice President NGO IPSIA ACLI  

d. Youth’s role  
   Valentina TARTARI - EU Aid Volunteer in Tunisia with GVC  
   Gherardo CASINI - UNDESA

COMMUNICATIONS: “Beyond help: how to communicate development cooperation today?”

Introduction: Elias GEROVASI (MANI TESE)  
Moderator: Angela CAPONNETTO (Rainews24)  

15.00-16.00

Elisabetta SOGLIO (Corriere Buone Notizie)  
Cristina FRANCHINI (UNHCR Europe)  
Giovanni Maria BELLU  
Nino SANTOMARTINO (AOI)

16.00-17.30

Sara FERRARI (Assessor, Province of Trento)  
Paola BERBEGLIA (AOI/Concord)  
Emilio CIARLO (AICS)  
Nicola BEDOGNI (President - ASSIF)  
Emilio DALMONTE (DEVCO)

PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP - “The role of the private stakeholders and new partnerships for decent jobs and sustainable development”

Introduction: Danilo SALERNO (Coopermondo – Confcooperative)  
Moderator: Giampaolo SILVESTRI
Opening panel: presentation of two SME show cases:

Andrea MAGGIANI, Carbon Sink
Caterina BORTOLUSSI - KINABUTI
Roberto RIDOLFI (UE)
Camilla CIONINI VISANI (CONFININDUSTRIA)
Frank CINQUE (E4Impact)
Adrien AKOUETE (Deputy General Secretary of the International Trade Union Confederation)
Federico BONAGLIA (Vice-Director OECD Development Centre))
Stefano GRANATA (CGM Cooperative and Forum Terzo Settore)
Caterina OCCHIO (SeeMe)

MIGRATIONS: “People are development”

I PART
Introduction: Dioma Cleophas Adrien (Festival Ottobre Africano)

Moderator: Vittorio LONGHI (Italian journalist)

Position paper presentator: Marwa MAHMOUD

Discussants:
Jean-Léonard TOUADI
Stefani SIGNORE (ED DEVCO)

II PART
Moderator: Andrea Tommasini

Discussants:
Luca MENESINI
Peter MCGRATH
Beatrice KABUTAKAPUA
Babacar POUYE
Marion GADJA
Paolo DIECI
Daniela TONON
Elena MASI
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: “THE FUTURE WE WANT: the challenges of social, environmental and economic sustainability in the development prospective”

Introduction: Luca DE FRAIA (ActionAid Italy)

Moderator: Joshua MASSARENTI (EU Parliament)

Main relators:
Gianni VAGGI (AGENDA 2030)
Stefano MANSERVISI (DG DEVCO - EC)
Giovanni BRUNELLI (DG MIN. Ambiente)

Interventions:
Gianfranco BOLOGNA (WWF)
Gianna FRACASSI (CGIL-CISL-UIL)
Claudio CAPPELINI (CNA)
Serena FORACCHIA (Assessor for International Cooperation– Emilia Romagna Region)
Maria BOTTIGLIERI (Municipality of Torino)
Maria Grazia PANUNZI (AIDOS)
Franco VACCARI (Rondine - Cittadella della Pace)
Luigi DE CHIARA (DG COOP/MFA)
Thursday 25/01

“Can Cooperation change the World?”

09.15 – 09.45 - Plenary Session

The development we want
Moderator: Mario TOZZI (La7)
The moderators present the outcomes of the 5 high level round tables to the plenary

09.45-10.15

Moderator: Mario TOZZI
Presentation of financial data and outcomes from the streamline Institutions

Luca MAESTRIPIERI, DG Dev COOP/Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Laura FRIGENTI, DG Italian Agency for Cooperation/AICS
Francesco LA CAMERA, DG Sustainable Development dpt./Ministry of Environment
Antonella BALDINO - Cassa Depositi e Prestiti

10.15-10.45

Moderator: Pietro DEL SOLDA’ (RADIO RAI)
Facts sheet and ideas from the civil society’s organizations
The actors from the profit and no profit sector present initiatives and proposals

Silvia STILLI - AOI LINK Representative
Camilla CIONINI VISANI – (International Affairs Director – CONINDUSTRIA)
Annamaria FURLAN – SG CISL
Claudia FIASCHI, Alliance of Italian Cooperatives
Raffaele SALINARI –CINI Representative

10.45 – music break – Saba ANGLANA and Fabio BAROVERO
11.00 -12.45

Moderator: Pietro DEL SOLDA’ (RADIO RAI)

“I WAS THERE AND I AM THERE”: a dialogue between people of show biz, art, culture, and experts from the field.

- Selvaggia LUCARELLI (TBC)
- Giuseppe CATOZZELLA (Writer)
- Elisa DI FRANCISCA (Olympic champion)
- Cesare BOCCI (Actor)
- Isabella FERRARI (Actress)
- Eleonora Rizzuto, Director Corporate Social and Environmental Responsibility – BULGARI
- Michele ZIOSI, Head of Institutional Relations in Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific of CNH Industrial – IVECO.
- Gianpiero CALZOLARI, President of Granaro Group
- Maryam YUSSUF (Special Envoy Somalia on migrants and child)
- Andrea BRUNO (UNESCO expert for Afghanistan)
- Daniele DONATI (FAO Somalia)
- Alessandra MORELLI (representative, UNHCR Niger)
- Luigi GRANDO (NGO Colombia)
- Luigi BISCEGLIA (NGO in Palestina)
- Federico SACCHINI (NGO in Mozambico)
- Letizia GINEVRA (Director, AICS Addis Abeba)

12.45 Music Break: Saba ANGLANA and Fabio BAROVERO

13.00 – 13.15

Presentation of the final Position paper by Mario GIRO, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation.

Angelino ALFANO, Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
Paolo GENTILONI, Prime Minister of Italy

13.15 - Music: The “Piccola Orchestra di Tor Pignattara” and “il Coro delle Mani Bianche”